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Abstract
DNA-functionalized nanoparticles have been suggested as a potent way to create various
nanostructures. In this theoretical project we have investigated two models, a lattice
model and an off-lattice model, that is, one modelling particles on a grid and one mod-
elling freely moving particles. The models have been used to investigate behaviour of
functionalized particles under different densities and temperatures, using the Monte Carlo
algorithm to simulate Brownian motion. DNA strands are modelled on a coarse grained
level with one length parameter and one energy parameter.We investigated nine realiza-
tions of functionalized particles, with strands aligned along the Cartesian coordinate axes.
The model is parametrized using experimental results from literature. We show that the
modelled particles assemble into ordered structures for temperatures between the boiling
and freezing point of water. Particles assemble into four types of ordered structures; either
expanding in one, two or three dimensions, or clusters. There is a particular interval of
temperatures and densities at which these structures assemble. At temperatures not in
the interval, particles assemble into disordered structures. The range of the temperature
intervals decrease with increasing number of DNA strand attached to the particle. Lastly,
we present a comparison of the two models and how realistic they are. We argue that
both models are adequate for modelling single DNA strands, however if there are multiple
DNA strands attached to a particle, the lattice model was found to yield realistic result
only in some cases since it cannot represent orientational disordered structures.
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1 Introduction
Self-assembly is increasingly becoming recognized as an important phenomena for nan-
otechnology (Winfree et al. 1998). Particularly a new class of DNA-functionalized nanopar-
ticles, since they are easily controllable through choice of nanoparticle size, chemical com-
position, and oligonucleotide sequence and length (Mirkin et al. 1996, Winfree et al. 1998).
These nanoparticles have useful electrical, optical and structural properties (Alivisatos
et al. 1996) and therefore have many possible applications, including, serving as scaffolds
for the crystallization of macromolecules, as photonic materials with novel properties, as
scaffoldings to direct the assembly of molecular electronic components to produce mem-
ory devices or biochips and possibly eventually used in DNA computing (Seeman 1997,
Winfree et al. 1998). Experimental studies have shown that DNA alone or attached to
a nanoparticle can be designed to self-assemble into interesting structures and patterns
(Alivisatos et al. 1996, Winfree et al. 1998, Seeman 1997, Mirkin et al. 1996, Storhoff
& Mirkin 1999). These experimental assemblies, however, are not always easy to pre-
dict given the many possible DNA sequence combinations and the extensive knowledge
of physical, kinetic, structural, dynamic and thermodynamic properties of DNA required
(Winfree et al. 1998). Consequently computer models can be very useful to predict the
environment and features of nanoparticles required for particular assembly. In this project
we are setting out to explore two simple models of such complicated systems. In partic-
ular we choose to use two models based on statistical mechanics. One model is a lattice
model, which uses Monte Carlo simulation method and simulates particles on a grid. This
model was created for the purpose of this project and can be considered a generalization
of the Ising model (Chandler 1987).
Another model we are using is an off-lattice model, which was suggested and implemented
by Ulf Rørbæk Pedersen (Pedersen 2014), in which particles are not confined to a grid,
but instead move and rotate freely. Using both of these models we will test the conditions
for cubic structures to self-assemble. We will also use experimental results from literature
to relate our models to real physical conditions.
1.1 Problem Formulation
The problem we intend to answer with this project is as follows:
Under which conditions does DNA-functionalized nanoparticles form cubic structures?
The problem formulation will be answered by investigating the following sub questions:
• Can DNA-functionalized nanoparticles assemble at temperatures between the freez-
ing and the boiling point of water?
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• How does different cubic geometries of DNA-functionalized nanoparticles leads to
different cubic structures?
• Is a lattice model sufficient to precisely model the behaviours of DNA-functionalized
nanoparticles, or is an off-lattice model important?
From the results of trial simulations, we hypothesize that the region where the cubatic
structures will assemble is within experimental reach, and therefore could be reproduced
by real experiment. We intend to give guidelines which could not only help experimental-
ists to pick out DNA sequences and conditions for experiment, but also be ground work
for further more structurally complicated simulation projects using these models.
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2 Theory
In this chapter we will present the theory included in our investigation, such as: DNA -
functionalized nanoparticles, Statistical mechanics, Monte Carlo simulation method.
2.1 DNA
Since the time of Watson and Crick (Watson & Crick 1953), the uses of DNA (Deoxyri-
bonucleic Acid) have been widespread and numerous. The molecule consists of a sequence
of nucleobases, Adenine (A), Guanine (G), Cytosine (C) and Thymine (T), which bond
together in specific pairs of A and T, and of G and C, see figure 2.1, to create a dou-
ble stranded helix structure which can be compared to steps on a ladder between two
twisting backbones, see figure 2.2. The distance between each base in the sequence is
approximately 0.34 nm (Watson & Crick 1953). Thus, knowing the specific sequence of
one strand of a double stranded DNA string, will give information of both the connected
strand and the length of the strand. As the bonding between two single strands occur
naturally, the creation of specific sequences of single strands can be used to create DNA
that bonds in unique structure, simply by picking certain sequences of single strands (See-
man 1997). It is possible to create self complimentary sequences by picking a sequence
which, when read from the other direction, has the complimentary sequence. An example
could be the sequence AGATCT. The complimentary sequence would be TCTAGA which
it the same sequence. As such, the sequence AGATCT will also bond to another strand
of the same sequence. This kind of self complimentary sequence is called a palindromic
sequence.
A particularly interesting use of this self assembling feature of single strand DNA is
connecting one end of a strand to a nano-sized particle. This kind of particle is illustrated
in figure 2.3. This particle has three different regions which can be varied by design;
rparticle is a particle radius, rlinker is a double stranded part of DNA, which binds to a
modified nano-particle and serves as a link to the single stranded part of DNA, denoted
rbonding which is the part that binds two particles together (Park et al. 2008).
By preparing one solution of nano-particles with one single strand sequence and preparing
another with the complementary sequence, and then mixing them will effectively create
a connection between the two types of nanoparticles due to the bonding of the two single
strands (Mirkin et al. 1996).
This opens for the possibility of creating different structures of nanoparticles from simply
creating the right sequences of DNA and the right particles. Indeed this is a field of many
possibilities and many points of focus (Storhoff & Mirkin 1999).
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Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing of two complimentary single strands of DNA. Note that
both are connected to double stranded sequences at the ends.
Figure 2.2: Diagram of double stranded DNA in the helix shape. Taken from (Watson &
Crick 1953)
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Figure 2.3: Schematic drawing of the DNA-functionalized nano-particle, with the main
parts represented
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2.2 Statistical Mechanics
This section will describe the basics of the statistical mechanics. The section is based on
Schroeder (2014) as a primary reference.
Given a system of particles in which they can be in different states and knowing the
probability that a given particle is in a specific state the average of an observable A can
be found:
〈A〉 = ∑
i
AiPi (1)
If certain parameters cause some states to be more probable than others, then examining
such a system can lead to greater understanding about the nature of both the system and
the parameters. From the concepts of entropy and the multiplicity of states one can find
that there is a correlation between the free energy of a given state and the probability of a
particle being in that state. For the equilibrium states this is described by the Boltzmann
distribution:
P(s) = 1
Z
e−βE(s) (2)
Where β = 1
kBT
(kB being the Boltzmann constant), Z is the partition function, a
normalization factor ensuring that sum of probabilities of all states is equal to one and it
is defined as a sum of all Boltzmann factors (e−βE(s)) of the possible states:
∑
s
P(s) = 1 (3)
1
Z
∑
s
e−βE(s) = 1 (4)
Z =
∑
s
e−βE(s) (5)
E(s) is the energy function of the given state s.
To put this into context of more particular cases we introduce the consept of ensemble
average. This is also needed later on for understanding Monte Carlo method. There are
four basic ensembles used in Monte Carlo. The probability distribution is determined by
the boundary conditions of the system. The ensembles are denoted by three letters telling
what macroscopic quantities are preserved, such as number of particles (N), volume (V),
temperature (T), pressure (P), energy (E) and chemical potential (µ). Knowing preserved
quantities, the particular energy functions (E(s)) can then be deduced, hence probability
distribution can be found, see table 1.
From here on we are always assuming canonical ensemble unless stated otherwise since
the simulations are done in the canonical ensemble.
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Table 1: Comparison of different ensembles
Ensemble Preserved Partition Probability Energy
quantity Function (Z) distribution (P(s)) Function (E(s))
Microcanonical NVE ∑ 1 Pi = 1Z 0
Canonical NVT ∑i e−βEi P(Ei) = e−βEiZ Ei
Isothermal - Isobaric NPV ∑i e−β(Ei+PVi) P(Ei, Vi) = e−β(Ei+PVi)Z Ei + PVi
Grand Canonical µVT ∑i e−β(Ei+µNi) P(Ei, Ni) = e−β(Ei+µNi)Z Ei + µNi
To illustrate how it is possible to calculate the probability of states from simple descrip-
tions of how the energy of the system is distributed among the different states, we can
use an example of two state system:
Given a system of a number of particles with two possible states, state 1 and 2, con-
tributing two different amounts of energy to the system. For simplicity the state which
contributes the least energy, state 1, is defined as contributing zero energy, E(1) = 0.
The contribution by state 2 is then given by the difference between the energy of the two
states, that is, E(2) = ∆E. We are now able to find the partition function as:
Z = e−βE(1) + e−βE(2) = e−β·0 + e−β∆E = 1 + e−β∆E (6)
Calculating the probability of finding a particle in state 2 is then:
P(2) = 11 + e−β∆E e
−βE(2) = e
−β∆E
1 + e−β∆E =
1
1 + eβ∆E (7)
To describe such system, or any other system for that matter, only the temperature
and the energy difference is needed. Statistical mechanical approach allows to predict
macroscopic state of the system by looking to microscopic quantities.
2.3 Monte Carlo Simulation
2.3.1 Introduction
Monte Carlo method was first suggested by Neumann, Ulam and Metropolis in 1949 (Allen
& Tildesley 1987). This method usually refers to computer algorithms where some kind of
repeated random sampling is employed to obtain numerical results. In statistical physics
it is used as method generating new configurations of a system by making random changes
to the positions, orientations and conformations of a species present, when appropriate.
The potential energy and other desired properties of each configuration of the system
can be calculated, from the position of the species (Leach 2001). Simple Monte Carlo
integration describes how the random sampling is done and potential energy obtained.
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2.3.2 Simple Monte Carlo Integration
The total energy function of a system of N particles, i.e. the Hamiltonian H(rN ,pN) =
E(rN) + K(pN) has a potential (E) and kinetic (K) energy parts. It is dependent on
the 3N positions, rN = {r1, r2, ..., rN}, and 3N momenta, rN = {p1, p1, ..., pN}, of the
particles (one position and one momentum for each of the 3 coordinates of each particle).
In classical mechanics the potential energy function is independent of the velocities of
the particles, hence the separation of variables and their integrals is possible. The energy
function in the ensamble average is only dependant on the potential energy (Leach 2001),
therefore from here on we will exclude the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian.
Numerical integration can be used for deriving useful thermodynamic properties, for ex-
ample, average potential energy 〈E(rN)〉 where r is a position vector and N number of
particles can be determined by evaluating the integral
〈E(rN)〉 =
∫
drNE(rN)P (rN) (8)
and P(rN) is the probability of obtaining the the configuration rN given by Boltzmann
factor, exp(−E(rN)β) divided by partition function Z:
P(rN) = e
(−E(rN )β)
Z
(9)
However very quickly we run in to problems, because for 3N-dimensional integral the
total number of evaluations required becomes enormous, and considering that in thermo-
dynamical problems a ’dimension’ is equivalent to degree of freedom this method is not a
feasible approach.
As an alternative the random sampling method can provide reasonable results with much
less computational power. A simple example of such a method can be seen in Figure 2.4.
To calculate the mean potential energy using this method would require just a few steps
(Leach 2001):
1. Randomly generate 3 Cartesian coordinates to each particle to obtain the configu-
ration of the system.
2. Calculate the potential energy of the system in particular configuration E(rN) and
then the Boltzmann factor e(−E(rN )β) for that potential energy.
3. Add the calculated Boltzmann factor to the collected sum of Boltzmann factors,
Potential energy contribution to its collected sum.
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Figure 2.4: Example of Simple Monte Carlo integration. The shaded area (As) is equal
to the ratio of random points in the shaded area to the total number of random points,
multiplied by the total bounding area(a · b).
4. Return to step one until you reach, Ntrial, number of iterations, the mean value of
the potential energy is calculated:
〈E(rN)〉 =
∑Ntrial
i=1 E(rN)e(−E(r
N )β)∑Ntrial
i=1 e
(−E(rN )β) (10)
Monte Carlo technique is commonly used in simulations of molecular systems. Sim-
ple integration is not suitable for calculating thermodynamic properties of such systems
since large number of configurations will have extremely large energy, hence very small
Boltzmann factor due to overlapping particles. The low energy configurations, where
Boltzmann factor have a reasonable value will be representative of the equilibrium states.
Metropolis Monte Carlo method, therefore is used for simulations of such nature. Crucial
difference is that importance sampling is used in order to obtain more accurate results
(Leach 2001). Importance sampling approach favours the configuration that make most
significant contribution to the integral. It generates states with a probability equal to
Boltzmann factor and then counts them equally, whereas simple Monte Carlo integration
generates states with equal probability (all energies) and then assigns them a significance
according to Boltzmann factor.
2.3.3 Metropolis Method
Here we describe Metropolis algorithm stepwise.
1. Choose (at random or otherwise) 3 cartesian cordinates for each particle to obtain
configuration of the system rn. Set Ntrial - desired number of Monte Carlo steps,
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choose A - a desired physical property, for example potential energy of the system.
2. Calculate the energy of that particular system - En.
3. Calculate An for this particular step.
4. Generate random displacement vector ∆r.
5. Displace random particle i by rtry = rn + ∆r.
6. Calculate energy of the system after the transition - Etry.
7. Calculate ∆E = Etry − En.
8. If ∆E ≤ 0 accept the transition and set rn+1 = rtry = rn + ∆r
9. If ∆E > 0 generate random number, n between 0 and 1. Accept the state only if
n < e−β∆E, otherwise set rn+1 = rn
10. Return to step 2 until Number of steps made is equal to Ntrial.
11. Calculate the desired average: 〈A〉 =
∑Ntrial
n=1 An
Ntrial
.
It is important to note that when simulations of such nature are done, system will
take some time (Monte Carlo steps) to equilibrate, the first configurations can have
unreasonably high energies. For this reason then the average is taken first half of
the steps are usually omitted.
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3 Method
In this section the method for examining the problem will be described. This will include
a description of the two models and how they compare theoretically, description of the
different types of particles modelled and a method of analysing structure in a system of
particles.
3.1 Models
In this section we present a description of the two models used for simulations, lattice
and off-lattice. We focus on the specific ways the models work and which parameters
are being changed in the simulations. We end this section with brief comparison of the
models.
3.1.1 Lattice Model
The lattice model is a simple model of the canonical ensemble of particles interacting on a
three dimensional lattice. The Monte Carlo method is used to find the equilibrium state
of the particles. The model was suggested and implemented by the group itself, solely for
the purpose of this project. There was not done an extensive preliminary literature study
to see if this specific model was investigated before. The model was implemented into the
numerical computation program MATLAB. The code is available in electronic appendix
MATLABCODE.rar, and three excerpts from the code can be seen in appendix A.
A graphical representation of the lattice model can be seen in figure 3.1.
The model has periodic boundaries to avoid boundary effect. The procedure done by
the program is as follows: A specific number of particles is placed randomly throughout
the lattice. These random positions are found by the function rand built into MATLAB.
It is possible for more than one particle to be positioned in the same position in the
start of the simulation. Next, the energy of the ensemble is calculated based on the
position of the particles and the specifics of the given simulation. This can depend on the
neighbouring particles as well as the orientations of the particles, and as such particles
that can connect in a specific direction, dependent on their orientation, are possible
to simulate. For multiple particles in the same position the energy calculation assigns
an energy-value to the given particles that is much larger than the difference between
connected and unconnected particles. In accordance to the Monte Carlo method, a series
of random moves are done. Specifically a single move of a single particle is done, where a
move is defined as either moving one step in a random direction or changing orientation.
Then the energy of this new configuration is calculated and acceptance is decided in the
way described in 2.3 and shown in the code excerpt for file tryArmMatMove.m shown in
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Figure 3.1: Image of a graphical representation of the lattice model with four armed
particles. Large dots represent particles, lines represent DNA strands. Red lines represent
strand that have connected and blue represent unconnected strand.
appendix A.
The energy calculations of the model can be mathematically summarized as follows:
Given the Kronecker function K(x) where x = 0 ⇒ K(x) = 1 and x , 0 ⇒ K(x) = 0
and the dirac delta function δ(x) where x = 0 ⇒ δ(x) = ∞ and x , 0 ⇒ δ(x) = 0. The
energy of a given particle, i, is defined as:
Ei =
N∑
j>i
(
δ(rij) +
X∑
a
X∑
b
ubondK(rij − 1)K(~Va · ~Vb + 1)
)
(11)
Where N is the number of particles, X is the number of DNA strands per particles, rij is
the distance between particle i and j, that is rij = |~ri− ~rj|, ubond is the bonding energy of
one bonding and ~Va is a unit vector in the direction of strand a. Note that K(rij− 1) = 1
when the distance between particle i and j is exactly 1 and is zero otherwise, and that
K(~Va · ~Vb + 1) = 1 if the particles are anti-parallel, and is zero otherwise.
Equation (11) can be split into two parts; The energy contribution of the steric repulsion
between particle i and j, that is url(rij), and the energy contribution by the DNA strand
a on particle i, that is ual(rij, ~Va · ~Vb). The two parts are then given as:
url(rij) = δ(rij) (12)
and
ual(rij, ~Va · ~Vb) = ubondK(rij − 1)K(~Va · ~Vb + 1) (13)
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And thus the entire energy function for particle i is defined as:
Ei =
N∑
j>i
(
url(rij) +
X∑
a
X∑
b
ual(rij, ~Va · ~Vb)
)
(14)
The entire free energy of the system is then given as the sum of the energies of all individual
particles:
E =
N∑
i
Ei (15)
Note that for the special case of the lattice model, with arms in all six directions, it is
mathematically equivalent to the Ising model of magnetic spin on a simple cubic lattice
(Chandler 1987, p. 119-125).
3.1.2 Parameters of the Lattice Model
A central parameter in the lattice model is the inverse temperature, β = 1
kBT
, found
in the calculations of the Monte Carlo move, as this determines the willingness of the
simulation to go from a low energy state to a higher energy states and thus how much the
particles can move around freely. Throughout the simulations, a specific configuration of
particles and lattice size if held fixed and the value of β is changed from simulation to
simulation to find the equilibrium configuration of that specific β. This is thus the main
parameter changed.
Throughout the simulations ubond is kept constant at a value of 1.
3.1.3 Off-lattice Model
The off-lattice model is a coarse-grained model of DNA-functionalized particles interacting
in a three dimensional box with periodic boundaries. The model was suggested and
implemented by Ulf Rørbæk Pedersen. A graphical representation of this model can be
seen in figure 3.2.
A given number of particles, N , is given a numbers of DNA strands, X, as arms and are
placed in the simulation box randomly. The energy of the system is given by the product
of the steric repulsion of the particles and the energy of the bonding of the arms. The
steric repulsion it given as an inverse power law of the distance. To account for the energy
of the bonds between arms, the energy of a pair of particles is given as a well of negative
energy for some given distance between the particles. That is, for a given distance equal to
the length of the arms, the energy is set to some negative value. Deviations in the distance
is given by a modifiable function between the minimal energy and zero. Deviations in the
angle between the arms is treated in the same way.
The energy function for the entire system is defined as:
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Figure 3.2: Image of a graphical representation of the off-lattice model with four armed
particles in the cubic box. Colours lines represent DNA strands with small paricle in
the middle. The colour of the strand represents the energy of the arm, with blue repre-
senting the hightest energy and red representing the lowest with white representing the
intermediate energy level .
βU = 12
N∑
i
 N∑
j
uro(rij) +
X∑
a
uao(d2iajb)
 (16)
Where uro(rij) is the energy contribution by the steric repulsion between particle i and j
and uao(d2iajb) is the energy contribution by arm a on particle i. They are defined as such:
uro(rij) =
(
σr
rij
)n
+ S(rij) (17)
Where rij is the distance between particle i and j, n sets the hardness and σr is the range
of the steric repulsion. The function S(rij) is used to truncate the repulsion when the
distance if over some large cutoff distance rc. For rij < rc it is the case that S(rij) =
−
(
σr
rc
)n
and for rij ≥ rc then S(rij) = −
(
σr
rij
)n
(Note that rc should be large to make
sure that S(rij) 1)
Given sin2(θija) = 1− ( ~rij · ~via)2 where ~rij is the vector between i and j and ~via the vector
of arm a, or put in another way, given θija as the angle shown in figure 3.3.
Defining the dimensionless distance to optimal bonding as:
d2iajb =
(rij − σb)2
r2max
+ sin
2(θija) + sin2(θjib)
sin2(θmax)
(18)
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Figure 3.3: Schematic drawing of the angles θ between a particle arms a and b and the
vector between two particles i andj.
where σb is the bonding distance, rmax is the maximum deviation from bonding distance
and θmax is the maximum deviation from bonding angle, it is now possible to define the
energy contribution by the bonding arms as:
uao(d2iajb) = εarm
N∑
j
Z∑
b
(d2iajb − 1)H(1− d2iajb)hiajb (19)
Where H(x) is the heaviside function and h is i · a× j · b matrix of connected arms with
hiajb = 1 if arm a on particle i is bonded with arm b on particle j, and hiajb = 0 if they
are not bonded. hia,jb should be made in such a way that strands only bind once, that is
either∑jb hiajb = 1 or∑jb hiajb = 0. The matrix should be consistent, that is hiajb = hjbia.
Writing up the energy function in full gives:
βU = 12
N∑
i
N∑
j
(
σr
rij
)n
+ S(rij) +
Z∑
a
εarm
N∑
j
Z∑
b
(d2iajb − 1)H(1− d2iajb)hiajb (20)
The model does a series of Monte Carlo moves to simulate the particles interacting over
some period of time.
3.1.4 Parameters of the Off-Lattice Model
A large number of parameters can be modified in the off-lattice model. As mentioned
above the energy calculations of the arm bonding energy are calculated by a function
of both distance and angle between arms. However, for the sake of this project the
only modified parameter will be a constant multiplied to this function, that is εarm,
corresponding to a direct change in the minimal energy achievable. Thus, the specific
angles and distances at which the attraction begins is not modified. In short, εarm is the
only parameter from the energy function that is directly modified.
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The other parameters of the model have been set as follows for all simulations: σr = 1,
σb = 1, rmax = 0.2 and θmax = 40o.
3.1.5 Comparison of the Two Models
A major difference between the models is found in the specific ways the energies are
calculated. They do however have a similar structure, making comparison easy.
The energy given by the steric repulsion of the particles is in the lattice model given as
equation (12)
url(rij) = δ(rij) (21)
and in the off-lattice model given in equation (17):
uro(rij) =
(
σr
rij
)n
+ S(rij) (22)
It is obvious that in the limit where rij → 0 it will indeed result in infinite energy in both
cases. This will make sure that a distance of 0 between particles is avoided altogether
during a simulation. The particles contribution in the off-lattice model model is seen to
decrease as the distance decrease, where as in the lattice model there is no contribution
at all.
The energy contribution by the DNA strands, shown in equation (13) and (19), is seen to
be somewhat different. However their behaviour is similar. For both the lattice and the
off-lattice model, a given energy contribution, ubond and εarm respectively, is added to the
system when two strands are anti parallel with a given distance, 1 and θb respectively,
between them. If the angle or the distance deviates from this there is a difference. In the
lattice model any deviation would be either an increase in distance by 1 or a change in
angle of 90o or 180o and therefore a major change whereas the off-lattice model allows for
smaller deviations. In the off-lattice model, small deviations are still contributing some
part of the full energy εarm to the system, decreasing up to a maximum deviation cutoff;
rmax for the distance, and θmax for the angle.
3.2 Reduced Units
When doing a simulation of a real life phenomena, it would seem natural that the different
parameters of a model should be set to realistic values. However, it is often the case that
the specific values are not important, but instead the ratio between them is important.
Consequently, the different connected parameters can be described as multiples of one of
the parameters, that is, parameters being written in units of a single one of them.
In this section we introduce reduced temporal units, reduced spatial units and reduced
energy units and discuss the dimensions of the lattice.
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3.2.1 Temporal
This section is primarily based on (Atkins & De Paula 1998, Ch.18, 20). We present
a rough estimate of the simulation time using the effective radius of the particle and
viscosity of water.
When doing simulations the passage of time is represented by Monte Carlo steps, however
when simulating real life phenomena it is relevant to know how they relates to real time.
To approximate real time we consider the reaction as a diffusion driven reaction.
Diffusion coefficient is described by the Einstein-Smolouchwski equation:
〈x2〉 = 6Dt (23)
Particles are assumed to be hard spheres moving in a liquid, where liquid molecules are
much smaller than the particles in question. If the effective radius of the particle is r then
we can use Stokes-Einstein equation to calculate diffusion coefficient, D:
D = kBT6ηpir (24)
Assuming the fluid is water and temperature is ambient we can find the diffusion coefficient
for particles of different radius. Viscosity of water is given as η = 1.002mPa s.
Since we know the maximum displacement for one Monte Carlo step in the simulation is
λ we can calculate root mean square for random walk:
〈x2〉 = λ
2t
τ
(25)
where t is time and τ is the time it takes for one MC step, if we combine equations (23),
(24) and (25) we can find time for one MC step:
τ = λ
2ηpir
kBT
(26)
In our simulations λ = 0.1 in reduced units, and if we assume that the effective radius of
our particles is in the interval 1 - 10 nm, we can calculate the time for one Monte Carlo
step by equation (26) than is in the interval 8 ps - 8 ns. We are doing all the simulations
for 250 000 MC steps, exept for the particles with 6 arms, which are done for 200 000
MC steps. Our entire simulation time thus has an order of magnitude between 10−6 s and
10−2 s in real time.
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3.2.2 Spatial
In the lattice model spacing of the lattice is equal to 1, which corresponds to the distance
between 2 particles when bonding. Similarly in the off-lattice model, there is a parameter
which defines distance between centres of the 2 connected particles. This parameter is
called σb and it is set to 1 throughout the simulations. Figure 3.4 illustrates the length
of σb. From the lengths in figure 2.3 on page 5, we can then define σb for a general case:
σb = 2rparticle + 2rlinker + rbonding (27)
Figure 3.4: Schematic drawing of the 2 connected DNA-functionalized nano-particle,
illustrating σb
For very small particles, 2rparticle can be omitted from the equation. For the particular
case of 1-armed particles we assume that the whole arm is a single DNA strand, therefore
the 2rlinker can also be omitted. Knowing that the single base pair is 0.34 nm we make
a parameter called σDNA = 0.34 nm and then set σb = σDNA · n, where n is a number of
base pairs on chosen DNA strand. In this way we can convert real units to reduced units.
In order to compare the simulations to experimental data, we decided to use the experi-
mental results obtained by SantaLucia Jr. et al. (1996) (see table 2).
SantaLucia Jr. et al. (1996) investigates the duplex stability of particular DNA sequences.
They present the experimental results and the predictions of their model for TM - the
temperature when half of the strands in the solution are connected. Some of the data from
the article is presented in table 2, mainly DNA sequences and their TM in combination
with data from the simulations by the 2 models.
The concentration in which experiments are done is C = 10−4M (SantaLucia Jr. et al.
1996). From this information we could derive a formula for the box side lengths (box
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volume) in real units:
C = n
V
(28)
V = n
C
= N
NAC
(29)
V = N
6.022 · 1023 mol−1 · 10−4 · 10−24 mol1nm−3 (30)
V = N6.022 · 10−3nm
3 (31)
Lx = Ly = Lz =
3
√
N
6.022 · 10−3nm
3 (32)
For the models in this report the exact size of the box in which the simulation happens
depends merely on what density the ensemble of particles should be. Density is decided
by the length of DNA strand, in other words number of base pairs, n, and the number
of particles in the simulation, N . In order to choose a box size in a simulation we divide
equation (32) by σb for a chosen n and N . From SantaLucia Jr. et al. (1996) we choose
n = [4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14].
3.2.3 Energy
The parameter we choose to vary is the dimensionless quantity βεarm, which gives us a
dimensionless energy unit ε˜.
ε˜ = βεarm (33)
In the off lattice model we set β = 1 and change εarm and in the lattice model we choose
εarm = 1 and vary β. When doing simulation with some specific DNA sequence we can
find βεarm where half of the particles are connected, and from the article by SantaLucia Jr.
et al. (1996), we can see the corresponding TM for different DNA sequences. If we plot
ε˜ versus the fractions of connection we can extrapolate temperature, T and bond energy
needed, Ebond. Ebond depends on the base pairs and their sequence and represents the
energy needed for the bond to be created. The relationship is this:
1
T
= ε˜
Ebond
NAkB (34)
If we choose TM from table 2 we can calculate the Ebond for specific sequencies:
Ebond = ε˜NAkBTM (35)
Ebond = ε˜RTM (36)
Where R = NAkB is a gas constant R = 8.31 JK·mol . Note that the energy (Ebond) will then
be in unit of J/mol. The plot of fraction of connections versus ε˜ can then be converted
into a plot of fraction of connections versus T .
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3.2.4 Dimensions of the Lattice
The length of the lattice in the lattice model must be an integer. Therefore, for a given
density, it is necessary to pick a number of particles that leads to a volume which has an
integer as cubic root. That is, to make sure that the dimensions of the cubic root and the
number of particles correspond to some density, they must be picked carefully.
The dimensions of the lattice can be found as described in section 3.2.2 in equation (32).
The dimensions can be found in units of σb as:
Lreduced =
L
σb
(37)
By calculating this for number of base pairs, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and for number of particles
from 50 to 100 it is possible to find out which combinations lead to dimensions that are
as close to integers as possible. Interval between 50 and 100 was chosen in order to assure
that there are enough particles to interact and simulation time is reasonable.
The difference between the calculated lattice dimension and the nearest integer can now
be used to find which lattice dimensions and number of particles correspond the best to
the density wanted. The found number of particles and corresponding lattice dimensions
and density is shown in table 3.
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Table 3: Table of the calculated parameters.
Number of base pairs Number of particles Dimensions Density
4 63 16 0, 0154
6 69 11 0, 0518
8 63 8 0, 1230
10 52 6 0, 2407
12 52 5 0, 4160
14 82 5 0, 6560
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3.3 Particles Geometries
Different arm geometries are presented in table 4 page 24. These are all possible types of
arm configurations along the Cartesian coordinate axes. They can be simulated by both
lattice and off-lattice models. As the different particle geometries are presented separately
in the results and analysis section, the table also includes a reference to the specific section
in which the specific particle geometry is analysed.
3.4 Cubatic Order Parameter
In this section an additional method for analysis is presented. To figure out if the off-
lattice model simulations are in a cubic structure, we look at a cubatic order parameter.
The number of connections between particles can be used to describe how particles are
ordered. However, this does not directly say if the connections are in any specific way. The
particles may be connected but at an angle which is not optimal. In order to figure out
exactly which values of the βεarm parameters allow for the optimal order, it is necessary
to introduce an angular-dependent order parameter.
Describing the orientation of a particle i by a orientational unit vector, ~Vi, allows for
the calculation of the dot product of the orientations vectors for two particles. Particles
that have orientations along the same grid, i.e. anti-parallel, orthogonal or parallel, will
then be found to have a dot product of their orientation vectors that is either −1,0 or 1
respectively. Particles which are at an angle to each other will have a value somewhere
along the interval {−1, 1}.
To further amplify the difference between ordered particles and unordered particles the
fourth Legendre polynomial of the dot product of the orientations vectors can be taken.
The fourth Legendre polynomial is defined as follows:
P4(x) =
1
8(35x
4 − 30x2 + 3) (38)
Where x = ~Vi · ~Vj for orientation vector ~Vi for particle i and orientation vector ~Vj for
particle j.
As mentioned above parallel and antiparallel orientations vectors have x = 1 or x = −1
respectively and thus it is found that this cubatic order parameter has the value 1 as
P4(1) = P4(−1) = 1. Orthogonal orientations vectors has the dot product 0, x = 0, and
thus the cubatic order parameter has the value 38 . The values for other differences in
angles between orientations vectors can be seen in figure 3.5.
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Table 4: Different geometries of arms
Number of arms Type Section Figure
1 4.1
2
a 4.3.1
b 4.3.2
3
a 4.3.3
b 4.2.1
4
a 4.2.2
b 4.3.4
5 4.3.5
6 4.2.3
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Figure 3.5: The fourth Legendre polynomial of the dot product for different angle differ-
ences for orientation vectors. Note that angles above 180o have been left out as they can
be described as a negative angle.
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4 Results and Analysis
In this section the results and analysis of the simulations will be presented. This project
consist of several objectives which will be described in the corresponding sections of anal-
ysis.
Firstly, the results and method of the simulations which can be related to experimental
results found by SantaLucia Jr. et al. (1996) will be presented in section 4.1. Secondly,
in section 4.2 we present results and a method for analysis for particles shapes 3b, 4a
and 6. Finally, in section 4.3, the additional shapes will briefly be presented to show how
the final configuration depends on the particle shape. Densities for simulations for 1-arm
geometry were chosen to as explained in section 3.2 and for multiple arms densities were
kept the same.
4.1 Particle Geometry 1
The simulations were done for different densities representing the length of DNA strand
(see section 3.2). Both lattice and off-lattice models were used for same type of simula-
tions, βεarm values were varied. In the lattice simulation beta value is in the interval of
βarm = {0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20} and off-lattice βarm = {1, 2, 3, . . . , 40},
figure 4.1 represents the raw data given after simulation is finished. Different colours rep-
resent different βεarm values.
(a) Lattice model
Density of 0.2407 σ−3b
(b) Off-lattice model
Density of 0.2367 σ−3b
Figure 4.1: Plots of number of connectionsr over time (Monte Carlo steps), for 10 base
pairs, different colours representing different βεarm
Due to the random nature of the particles taking a running average of the values helps to
make a clearer picture of how the different simulations differ from one another. This is
shown in figure 4.2. Both graphs shows whether the simulations have reached plateau, in
other words, is this an equilibrium state or if more Monte Carlo steps is needed to reach
it.
If the system has reached an equilibrium state in all of the simulations we consider the
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(a) Lattice model
Density of 0.6560 σ−3b
(b) Off-lattice model
Density of 0.6493; σ−3b
Figure 4.2: Plots of running average number of connections (ρ = 0.6493σ−3b ) over time
(Monte Carlo steps) for 14 base pair, different colours representing different βεarm.
average number of connected particles from half of the steps as a representation of how
the system acts under the given conditions. We are interested in how the fractions of
connection (F ) is dependent on the temperature. Having the average number of connected
particles we can plot fraction of connections as a function of βεarm. See figure 4.3. From
this plot the specific value of βεarm for which the fraction of connections is 0.50 can be
found (ε 1
2
) in order to compare it with experimental data.
(a) Lattice model.
Density of 0.6560 σ−3b
(b) Off-lattice model.
Density of 0.6493 σ−3b
Figure 4.3: Fraction of connection versus βεarm parameter, for both models. 14 base pair.
See table 5 for fitting parameters.
The fitting curve is of the form:
F = C1 + e−α(βεarm−γ) (39)
Where F is a fraction of connections and C,α and γ are constants, α - decay constant, γ
- symmetric inflection point and C is a value for F as βεarm goes to infinity.
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(a) 4 base pairs (ρ = 0.0152σ−3b ) (b) 6 base pairs (ρ = 0.0511σ
−3
b )
(c) 8 base pairs (ρ = 0.1212σ−3b ) (d) 10 base pairs (ρ = 0.2367σ
−3
b )
(e) 12 base pairs (ρ = 0.4091σ−3b ) (f) 14 base pairs (ρ = 0.6493σ
−3
b )
Figure 4.4: Running average for multiple values of βεarm for the lattice model, different
colours representing different βεarm
4.1.1 Comparison to Experimental Results from Literature
Particle geometry 1 is representative of single stranded DNA sequencies, which can be re-
garded as sequences from (SantaLucia Jr. et al. 1996). By plotting fraction of connections
we can find βε 1
2
values which are proportional to TM values from table 2.
Firstly, the running average plots for 6 different densities chosen (see table 2 on page 16),
can be seen in figures 4.4 and 4.5. Densities are calculated as follows:
ρ = N
V
(40)
where N is number of particles and V is volume of the box. Since shape of the box does
not influence the results of the simulation the cubic box size was chosen for simplicity.
From figures 4.4 and 4.5 we can see that high density configurations reaches equilirium
much faster than the low density ones. 4 base pairs configurations 4.4a and 4.5a are not
yet at equilibrium for these number of steps (high values of βεarm). The simulation for this
configuration to come to equilibrium must have at least double amount of Monte Carlo
steps, however the lower values of βεarm seem to be equilibrated, and for this reason we
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(a) 4 base pairs (ρ = 0.01523σ−3b ) (b) 6 base pairs (ρ = 0.0511σ
−3
b )
(c) 8 base pairs (ρ = 0.1212σ−3b ) (d) 10 base pairs (ρ = 0.2367σ
−3
b )
(e) 12 base pairs (ρ = 0.4091σ−3b ) (f) 14 base pairs (ρ = 0.6493σ
−3
b )
Figure 4.5: Running average for multiple values of βεarm for the off-lattice model, different
colours representing different βεarm
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can still find the approximate value for ε 1
2
, even though we do not simulate high values
of βεarm to equilibrium due to time restrictions.
Figures 4.6a and 4.6b represent the fraction of connections as a function of βεarm for
different densities for lattice and off-lattice models respectively.
(a) Lattice model
(b) Off-lattice model
Figure 4.6: Fraction of connection versus βεarm variable, for both models for all densities,
with the fit function F. The fitting parameters of the fitting function can be found in
table 5
From table 2 we choose all the sequences with 6 and 8 base pairs in order to illustrate how
this data can be used to plot fraction of connections versus temperature. Furthermore, we
can pick a region of βεarm where temperatures are reasonable for these reactions to occur,
which are temperatures where liquid water exist, assuming ambient pressure. Figures 4.7
and 4.8 shows the real temperature in Kelvin for the connection for different sequences.
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Table 5: Values of fitting parameters for different densities in figure 4.6
Lattice model Off-lattice model
Density of 0.0152 σ−3b
γ C α
19.10 0.7605 0.3828
Density of 0.0518 σ−3b Density of 0.0511 σ−3b
γ C α γ C α
2.5956 0.8787 1.6894 17.25 0.8959 0.3251
Density of 0.1230 σ−3b Density of 0.1212 σ−3b
γ C α γ C α
2.2580 0.9380 1.5841 15.44 0.9099 0.3314
Density of 0.2407 σ−3b Density of 0.2367 σ−3b
γ C α γ C α
1.9004 0.9766 1.5981 14.10 0.9191 0.3348
Density of 0.4160 σ−3b Density of 0.4091 σ−3b
γ C α γ C α
1.5890 0.9811 1.5674 12.78 0.9137 0.3492
Density of 0.6560 σ−3b Density of 0.6493 σ−3b
γ C α γ C α
1.3883 0.6560 1.4269 11.93 0.9201 0.3390
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Figure 4.7: Temperature [K] versus fractions of connections for different DNA sequencies
for the 6 base pair combinations, off-lattice model
In figure 4.7 the whole range of βεarm can be seen, which is from 1 to 40, corresponding
temperature range is from 100 to 6000 K. This interval is way too large for us to consider,
since most of the graph shows no connections, thus denaturation of DNA would occur
immediately under these extreme conditions. Figures 4.9a and 4.9b shows temperature
plot for the lattice model. If we compare lattice and the off-lattice plots we can see that
the relevant interval is in the same region, however the high temperature limit is off due
to more degrees of freedom in off-lattice model (see figure 4.10). This result suggest that
for one-armed particles both models are as good for predicting the behaviour of the system.
Figure 4.11 shows βεarm and its corresponding temperatures for all of the sequences from
table 2 on page 21, for the off-lattice model.The corresponding figure for the lattice model
is figure 4.12. Using this plot we can choose the region in which we want to do any further
simulations. The region for off-lattice model is βεarm = {10, ..., 30} which correspond to
a temperature interval T = {205, ..., 410} Kelvin, for all sequences. For lattice model it is
βεarm = {1, ..., 5} and has a corresponding temperature interval T = {215, ..., 470} Kelvin.
Finally, we can plot a ln(βε 1
2
) versus density ln(ρ) of the simulation, see figure 4.13. This
plot shows same dependency of the density and temperature as shown by SantaLucia Jr.
et al. (1996) for total strand concentration and temperature, which further validates our
result.
From this plot different density can be chosen and βε 1
2
can be calculated in order to find
out temperatures and concentrations needed for the maximum connections, see equations
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Figure 4.8: Temperature [K] versus fractions of connections for different DNA sequencies
for the 8 base pair combinations, off-lattice model
(a) 6 base pairs combinations (b) 8 base pairs combinations
Figure 4.9: Temperature [K] versus fractions of connections for different DNA sequences,
lattice model.
(36) and (32).
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(a) 6 base pair (b) 8 base pair
Figure 4.10: Lattice model(red) and off-lattice model(blue) temperature and fraction of
connections comparison plots.
Figure 4.11: βεarm and its corresponding temperatures - all sequences, off-lattice
Figure 4.12: βεarm and its corresponding temperatures - all sequences, lattice
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Figure 4.13: Natural logorithm plot of βε 1
2
versus density of the simulation for both
models, linear fit.
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4.2 Particle Geometries 3b, 4a and 6
Another objective of this project is study the conditions required to make highly or-
dered structures of particles with multiple DNA strands attached, since these particles
are intended for making desired formations. In the article by Winfree et al. (1998), they
illustrate how various DNA units can be manipulated to make interesting patterns. As a
result we investigate the conditions for different particle geometries to form cubic struc-
tures. The chosen geometries are presented in section 3.3. These geometries were chosen
in order to be able to simulate it on both models used in our project, on account of
lattice model only can have arms along the lattice. Some of these particles make more
interesting structures than others. In this section we present results and analysis of some
specific types of particle geometries (see figure 4.14), which were found to show interesting
properties. The additional configurations will be briefly introduced in the next section,
since simulations were made for all of them. Analysis for off-lattice simulations for the
cubic structures is based on the cubatic order parameter (see section 3.4). Previously
the number of connection has been used to analyse the structure and behaviour of the
particles. For the lattice model we will again look to the number of connections as we did
for one-armed particles, since every connection will be making cubic structure. Looking
into the cubatic order of the particles can show a clearer picture of where to find the
interval of βεarm values for which interesting structures can assemble. To start with we
will introduce our method in more detail.
The global cubatic order of a configuration can give a quick overview of given configu-
ration, where cubatic order for specific particle tells if this particle is in cubic structure
locally. An example of such global cubatic order can be seen in figure 4.15
For the case where the cubatic order is very high, the configuration is expected to be
assembled in cubic structure. Indeed that is the case, as seen in figure 4.16b. For low
cubatic order, gaseous particles are to be found dominating the system, see figure 4.16a.
At intermediate cubatic order, the system consists mostly of disordered structures, see
figure 4.16c.
To distinguish between the different final configurations for various βεarm values, and to
see how the distribution of the particles individual cubatic order compares to the global
(a) Particle geometry 3b (b) Paricle geometry 4a (c) Particle geometry 6
Figure 4.14: Geometries of particles analysed in this section.
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Figure 4.15: Global cubatic order for different values of βεarm for particle geometry 4a,
density of 0.6493σ−3b
cubatic order, a histogram is made. Using the average cubatic order for most cubatic
configuration as a cutoff value, the cubatic order of the particles are split into three in-
tervals: either above the cutoff, between 38 the cutoff and the cutoff, or less than
3
8 of the
cutoff value. An example of such a histogram can be seen in figure 4.17. These histogram
bin intervals represent 3 types of structures. Above the cutoff - highly ordered, (crystal
or clusters), depending on geometry. Between 38 the cutoff and the cutoff - connected,
but disordered structures which could be interpreted as fluid-like. Below 38 of the cutoff -
unconnected particles, gas. The histogram bin fractions were chosen as a consequence of
some preliminary visual inspections.
Configurations with a high global cubatic order, often have many particles in a cubic
structures, however it is sometimes unclear, for that reason particle specific cubatic order
is used for certainty. To illustrate this, notice in figure 4.15 that the global cubatic order
for βεarm = 28 and βεarm = 31 are very close to each other. However figure 4.17 shows
that the number of particles in cubic structures for βεarm = 31 is 13 of that for βεarm = 28.
Even though they have similar global cubatic order, they have very different distributions
of particles in cubic structure, hence the global cubatic distribution can only give an
overview and allow to recognise the favourable interval for the cubic structures. This can
be made even clearer by plotting the distribution of the number of particles in each bin
of the histogram, see example in figure 4.18. Here the difference between βεarm = 28 and
βεarm = 31 is immediately noticeable, as there is a clear spike in the number of particles
with high cubatic order for βεarm = 28, but the spike is much smaller for βεarm = 31 while
the number of particles in the intermediate cubatic order does not drop significantly.
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(a) βεarm = 5, low cubatic order (b) βεarm = 12, high cubatic order
(c) βεarm = 35, intermediate cubatic order
Figure 4.16: Generated image of the final configuration for particles with geometry 4a,
density of 0.6493σ−3b and with various βεarm.
Furthermore, the particles in the interval from βεarm = 11 to βεarm = 20 are to be primar-
ily in cubic structure, and with very few particles that are disordered. For larger values
of βεarm the number of disordered particles begins to rise, meaning they are becoming
fluid-like. It is thus obvious that for some large value of βεarm the particles will no longer
assemble into the interesting structures seen for some lower values. They will instead be
assembled chaotically, hence, there is a favourable interval of values of βεarm for which
specific structures assemble. A deviation from this value will not assemble in the same
structure.
Another point to be made here is that from this analysis the boundaries between the
three types of systems described can be found. The boundary between gaseous and cubic
structure is most often really clear, which can be interpreted as the melting point. On the
other hand, the transition between ordered and disordered structures is unclear and has
an interval rather than precise value, which could be comparable with glass formation.
The three chosen particle geometries are simulated in various densities, for both mod-
els. For lattice model 10000 Monte Carlo steps has been simulated for the densities
of 0.1230σ−3b , 0.2407σ−3b and 0.4160σ−3b . For off-lattice model densities of 0.0511σ−3b ,
0.1212σ−3b , 0.2367σ−3b and 0.6493σ−3b were simulated, with additional densities of 0.0152σ−3b ,
0.0296σ−3b , 0.0812σ−3b , 0.1725σ−3b ,0.3150σ−3b , 0.4091σ−3b and 0.5200σ−3b for particle shape
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Figure 4.17: Histogram for the cubatic order of individual particles for all βεarm for
particle geometry 4a, with a density of 0.6493σ−3b .
6. 250000 Monte Carlo steps were carried out for types 3b and 4a and only 200000 was
simulated for type 6, as the equilibrium was reached nonetheless.
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Figure 4.18: Distribution of cubatic order of individual particles for particle geometry 4a,
with a density of 0.6493σ−3b .
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4.2.1 Particle Geometry 3b
In this section we present how the final configuration varies for different values of βεarm
for particles of geometry 3b.
In figure 4.19, the order of the entire system for both the off-lattice model and the lattice
model can be seen. Note that the off-lattice model, see figure 4.19a, displays the global
cubatic order while the lattice model, see figure 4.19b, displays the fraction of arms
connected. The tendency for the cubatic order to increase, until a certain threshold is
reached, is observed. That can be interpreted as a melting point, since the transition
between highly ordered and unconnected states occur.
For the lattice model, an increase in density results in an equal increase in fraction of
connected arms. This relation is not present in the same form in the off-lattice model.
Higher densities does not make any significant difference for values of βεarm above the
threshold. This can be explained by difference in multiplicities of the two systems. When
density is increased for the lattice model, multiplicity decreases significantly, since possible
positions where particles can be situated is the grid intersections. The multiplicity for off-
lattice model changes insignificantly, therefore all the densities have the same threshold.
By examining graphical representations of the βεarm value with the highest global cubatic
order we learn that this particle geometry assembles in a box-like clusters which are point-
like in nature. To see graphical representations of lattice model for refer to figure 4.20,
which do not show any distinct patters apart from the state.
(a) Off-Lattice model (b) Lattice model
Figure 4.19: Global cubatic order for off-lattice model and fraction of connected arms for
lattice model, for different values of βεarm for particle geometry 3b, for all densities [σ−3b ].
We are interested in the favourable interval for cubic structures, for this we use the method
described earlier in this section. Histogram bin plots for all the densities are shown in
figure 4.21.
In figure 4.21a, it can be seen that for βεarm between 16 and 26, on average 50% of
the particles have high cubatic order, which means that around half of the particles are
in box-like clusters. This is recognized as a favourable interval for the cubic structures.
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(a) Low fraction of connections,
βεarm = 0.1
(b) Intermediate fraction of connections,
βεarm = 1
(c) High fraction of connections,
βεarm = 10
Figure 4.20: Graphical representation of the lattice configurations in the 3 stages of
connections, ρ = 0.1230; σ−3b , for 3b particle geometry
Lower limit is clearer than the upper one, but this is expected since it is comparable to
the glass transition.
For density of 0.1212σ−3b a similar result is evident, see figure 4.21b. However the
favourable interval have shifted to higher values of βεarm, namely between 22 and 36.
Figure 4.21c, shows the distribution for density of 0.2367σ−3b . A similar pattern as for the
one with density of 0.1212σ−3b is apparent. Favourable interval of βεarm is around 22 to
27.
For particles with a density of 0.6493σ−3b the cubatic order distribution seems to be equal
throughout the histogram bins. Apart from values of βεarm of 22, 25 and 26, the distri-
bution of the particles are mostly in the disordered state. This suggest that this density
is too high for clusters of cubic structures to form.
From figure 4.21 is apparent that for the particle geometry 3a to make cubic structures,
density has an effect on how wide the favourable interval is and if it exists at all.
Graphical representations of the particle geometry 3b for different densities and βεarm is
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(a) Density of 0.0511σ−3b (b) Density of 0.1212σ
−3
b
(c) Density of 0.2367σ−3b (d) Density of 0.6493σ
−3
b
Figure 4.21: Distribution of individual cubatic order parameter for particle geometry 3b
for different densities. Cutoff is chosen as highest global cubatic order for each density.
shown in figure4.22. The orderded structures, which in turn is lowest energy configuration,
form many individual clusters are found in low density region and disordered structures
assembles in the high density region.
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(a) Density of 0.0511σ−3b , βεarm = 20
Very high individual cubatic order
(b) Density of 0.1212σ−3b , βεarm = 22
Very high individual cubatic order
(c) Density of 0.1212σ−3b , βεarm = 34
Very high individual cubatic order
(d) Density of 0.2367σ−3b , βεarm = 27
Very high individual cubatic order
(e) Density of 0.6493σ−3b , βεarm = 33
Many particles with intermediate cubatic order
Figure 4.22: Graphical representation of specific configurations for particle geometry 3b.
The density and the βεarm value is stated, as well as a description of cubatic order for
the configuration.
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4.2.2 Particle Geometry 4a
In this section we present the result from simulations of particle geometry 4a.
As was the case with particle geometry 3b, figure 4.23 shows the order for both the off-
lattice and the lattice model in a same way. The results for the lattice model, figure
4.23b, is very similar and shows a small increase in fraction of connected arms as the
values of βεarm increases. As for 3b, only unconnected (gaseous) and ordered (crystal
in this case) configurations can be distinguished. Figure 4.24 shows the images for these
cases with an additional intermediate state. For the off-lattice model there is a very
distinct threshold where a small increase in βεarm results in a major increase in global
cubatic order, which suggest that its a melting temperature of this crystal. To illustrate
graphically what happens in this region of rapid increase see figure 4.25. The threshold
is reached a bit earlier for the high densities than for the low ones, this happens because
particles are more likely to form crystals of critical size, thus triggering crystallization,
in the simulation box of smallest size. Above the melting temperature the global cubatic
order reaches a maximum between 13 and 22 followed by a small but steady decrease for
all densities. Note, however, that for very high values of βεarm, higher density have lowest
cubatic order, which means it is more disordered, given same βεarm. Lattice model does
not show decrease for the high values, since the connections are either made or not, and
disorderly structures are not present on the lattice.
(a) Off-Lattice model (b) Lattice model
Figure 4.23: Global cubatic order for off-lattice model and fraction of connected arms for
lattice model, for different values of βεarm for particle geometry 4a, for all densities [σ−3b ].
Figure 4.26 shows the distribution of cubatic order for individual particles for different
βεarm and different densities. For density of 0.0511σ−3b in figure 4.26a, we recognize the
melting point at βεarm = 13, after this there is small interval from 13 to 19 which is most
favourable for the crystal forming, but is not distinct, since there is almost same amount
of disordered particles present, however from the graphical representation we can see that
it forms cubic structures, mainly sheets, see figure 4.27a. Above 19 the region of random
spikes represent the transition, between cubic structures and disordered structures.
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(a) Low fraction of connections,
βεarm = 0.1
(b) Intermediate fraction of connections,
βεarm = 1
(c) High fraction of connections,
βεarm = 10
Figure 4.24: Graphical representation of the lattice configurations in the 3 stages of
connections, ρ = 0.1230σ−3b , for 4a particle geometry
For the higher densities in figures 4.26b, 4.26c, 4.26d melting points are clearly discernible
βεarm around 13, for all of them, which is expected since it is the same type of crystal.
Favourable regions for cubic structures are more pronounced that that for density of
0.0511σ−3b and seem to narrow with increasing density, but just very slightly, generally
could be said to be from 13 to 18.
These kind of particle geometries forms sheets, which can be regarded as crystals rather
then clusters like in case of geometry 3b. Since we observed the effects of density on
particle geometry 3b, it would seem that effect of density is lower for crystal-like cubic
structures than for the cluster forming ones.
To illustrate the transition from ordered to disordered structures see graphical represen-
tation in figure 4.28 for two densities. We notice that when transition is reached it starts
to fold into kind of a cylinder. This can also be seen in figure 4.27b and 4.28b. To see the
highly ordered structures in the favourable interval forming sheets see figures 4.27a and
4.27c.
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(a) Just above melting temperature
βεarm = 11
(b) Just below melting temperature
βεarm = 12
Figure 4.25: Graphical representation of two configurations, just above the melting tem-
perature and just below, for ρ = 0.2367; σ−3b
(a) Density of 0.0511σ−3b (b) Density of 0.1212σ
−3
b
(c) Density of 0.2367σ−3b (d) Density of 0.6493σ
−3
b
Figure 4.26: Distribution of individual cubatic order parameter for particle geometry 4a
for different densities. Cutoff is chosen as highest global cubatic order for each density.
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(a) Density of 0.0511σ−3b , βεarm = 17
Very high individual cubatic order
(b) Density of 0.0511σ−3b , βεarm = 31
Many particles with intermediate individual
cubatic order
(c) Density of 0.1212σ−3b , βεarm = 13
Very high individual cubatic order
(d) Density of 0.2367σ−3b , βεarm = 14
Very high individual cubatic order
Figure 4.27: Graphical representation of specific configurations for particle geometry 4a.
The density and the βεarm value is stated, as well description of cubatic order for the
configuration.
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(a) Density of 0.1212σ−3b , βεarm = 21 (b) Density of 0.1212σ
−3
b , βεarm = 23
(c) Density of 0.6493σ−3b , βεarm = 19 (d) Density of 0.6493σ
−3
b , βεarm = 21
Figure 4.28: Graphical representation of specific configurations for particle geometry 4a.
Showing the transition between ordered and disorderes structures for 2 densities, a → b
for ρ = 0.1212σ−3b and c→ d for ρ = 0.6493σ−3b
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4.2.3 Particle Geometry 6
In this section we present how the final configuration varies for different values of βεarm
for particles of geometry 6.
To start with we have made some additional simulations for the off-lattice model to
investigate melting point of the crystal of particle geometry 6. This way we observe the
precise value of βεarm for the melting point. For this we, again, look at the cubatic order
parameter. In figure 4.29 melting point is very clear at βεarm = 5.4. This data can be
used to relate our simulation results to a real temperatures. Nanoparticle with known
melting point can be chosen for experiment, than the melting temperature will correspond
to βεarm = 5.4, and the rest of the values can be converted to temperature as done in
section 4.1 on page 26.
Figure 4.29: The melting point of the crystal made of particles with geometry 6, blue
and red lines 2 different trials with different box dimentions to Z direction, green lines
simulations of smaller interval, every 0.2 βεarm value, off-lattice model
Just as with geometries 3b and 4a, figure 4.31 shows global cubatic order for the off-lattice
and fraction of connections for the lattice model.
In figure 4.31b is evident that an increase in βεarm does not influence the fraction of
connected arms much, however the melting point can be distinguished. As in the other
cases before the region above the melting point just shows particles in the crystal and no
disordered structures can be found. Graphical representations for the states with many
and little connections with additional intermediate value are presented in figure 4.30.
For the off-lattice model we have made additional density simulations which all can be
seen in figure 4.31a. We observe the melting point to be between 6 and 7 βεarm values,
which is in close agreement with the crystal melting simulation. As observed before in
the particle geometry 4a, the lower densities have a larger melting interval. Favourable
interval for cubic structures is generally between 7 and 13 βεarm values, which correspond
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(a) Low fraction of connections,
βεarm = 0.1
(b) Intermediate fraction of connections,
βεarm = 0.5
(c) High fraction of connections,
βεarm = 10
Figure 4.30: Graphical representation of the lattice configurations in the 3 stages of
connections, ρ = 0.1230σ−3b , for particle geometry 6
roughly to temperature interval of 300 K to 500 K for the densities above 0.12σ−3b . Lower
densities does not reach a high global cubatic order limit. In addition the transition from
ordered to disordered state is irregular as expected, we can observe that it is more irregu-
lar for high densities. If we pick a value in this transition region which have equa amounts
of ordered and disordered structures, by visual inspection we can observe both structures
forming simultaneously, see figure 4.33e. This suggest that there is a random element
involved and that it depends on how the first connections were made. This also helps
to explain why sometimes highly ordered structures are formed outside of the favourable
region.
In this case the global cubatic order shows very clearly where the favourable interval for
cubic structures is found. To verify this we look at the individual figures for some of
the densities (figure 4.32). We observe that indeed the low density configuration does
not have the cubic structure interval. From visual inspection (see figure4.33a) we learn
that at this density many small clusters with cubic structure are formed, rather than a
no homogeneous crystal. Examination of the rest of the graphs in figure 4.32 we indeed
verify the favourable interval for cubic structures observed in the fig 4.31a.
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Moreover, we examine the transition of ordered to disordered systems for this case. In
figure 4.32f we observe that βεarm = 13 is in a cubic structure, from graphical representa-
tion in figure 4.33c, we see that it is indeed cubic in structure. If we examine βεarm = 15
which shows high percentage of particles in disordered structure, we see a major difference
in the graphical representation, figure 4.33d. That being so we validate that this is in fact
a transition state between crystal and fluid-like structure.
To sum up, global cubatic order was found ambiguous for detecting the state of the system
for particles with four arms of less, since it is not always in agreement with the visual
inspection (see section 4.2.1 on page 41). However for five or six arms, the global cubatic
order was mostly in agreement with the visual inspections and the plots for individual
cubatic orders. This is because number of disorderly connections increases with increasing
number of arms, hence global cubatic order will decrease.
Finally, we can construct a phase diagram of βεarm and density shown in figure 4.34. We
use the highest histogram bin distributions to decide on the phase of the system. There
are some inconsistencies which can be explained by lack of statistical sampling. General
region for cubic structures is discernible nonetheless.
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(a) Off-lattice model
(b) Lattice model
Figure 4.31: Global cubatic order for off-lattice model and fraction of connected arms for
lattice model, for different values of βεarm for particle geometry 6, for all densities [σ−3b ].
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(a) Density of 0.0152σ−3b (b) Density of 0.0511σ
−3
b
(c) Density of 0.1212σ−3b (d) Density of 0.2367σ
−3
b
(e) Density of 0.4091σ−3b (f) Density of 0.6493σ
−3
b
Figure 4.32: Distribution of individual cubatic order parameter for particle geometry 6
for different densities. Cutoff is chosen as highest global cubatic order for each density
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(a) Density of 0.0152σ−3b , βεarm = 27
Very high individual cubatic order
(b) Density of 0.1212σ−3b , βεarm = 10
Very high individual cubatic order
(c) Density of 0.6493σ−3b , βεarm = 13
Very high individual cubatic order.
Orthographic.
(d) Density of 0.6493σ−3b , βεarm = 15
Many particles with intermediate
individual cubatic order. Orthographic.
(e) Density of 0.1212σ−3b , βεarm = 12
Equal amounts of particles with high
and intermediate cubatic order.
Figure 4.33: Graphical representation of specific configurations for particle geometry 6.
The density and the βεarm value is stated, as well description of cubatic order for the
configuration.
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Figure 4.34: The phase diagram for density versus βεarm, red colour corresponds to
configurations that are in cubaic structures, blue - gasious states and green - disordered
structures.
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4.3 Brief Presentation of Additional Geometries
In this section we will briefly present particle geometries 2a, 2b,3a, 4b, 5. (see section
3.3).
For all the rest of configurations three particle densities was simulated, 0.1212σ−3b , 0.2367σ−3b
and 0.6493σ−3b . For particle geometry 5 additional density of 0.0511σ−3b was also simu-
lated. 250000 Monte Carlo steps were carried out for all these geometries. These particles
geometries were also simulated for the Lattice model, however the same pattern as demon-
strated in section 4.2 was found and the lattice model is therefore omitted in this section.
4.3.1 Particle Geometry 2a
From the global cubatic order parameter, it can be seen to have soft transition toward a
fixed cubatic order (see figure 4.35). From figure 4.36, some of the lowest βarm values are
presented, showing the gaseous state of the system, together with some of the most order
configuration, indicating that low cubatic order generally points to disordered structures.
The highly ordered structures of particles geometry 2a is seen to assemble in frame-like
structures which are point-like in nature.
Figure 4.35: Global cubatic order for all the densities for 2a configuration
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(a) Density of 0.1212σ−3b , βεarm = 34 (b) Density of 0.2367σ
−3
b , βεarm = 10
(c) Density of 0.2367σ−3b , βεarm = 37 (d) Density of 0.6493σ
−3
b , βεarm = 20
Figure 4.36: Some final configurations for particle geometry 2a configuration with different
βεarm. off-lattice model
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4.3.2 Particle Geometry 2b
Similarly to geometry 2a, particle geometry 2b does not have any interval with very high
global cubatic order. The configurations with semi high cubatic order tend to form lines,
and are not too dependent on the density. For low global cubatic order, the particles
are found to assemble in short lines. The lines can be identified as clusters capable of
expanding in one dimension.
Figure 4.37: Global cubatic order for all densities [σ−3b ] for 2b geometry
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(a) Density of 0.1212σ−3b , βεarm = 21 (b) Density of 0.1212σ
−3
b , βεarm = 35
(c) Density of 0.6493σ−3b , βεarm = 36
Figure 4.38: Low and high densities final configurations for particle geometry 2b with
different βεarm, off-lattice model
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4.3.3 Particle Geometry 3a
Particle geometry 3a does not have intervals of high global cubatic order, see figure 4.39.
This leads to mainly disordered structures. For high values of βεarm, it becomes more
disordered how the molecules connect. From figure 4.40 it can be seen that lower density
configuration have a tendency to form more ordered structures, akin to a helix or a ladder.
This structure can be identified as clusters capable of expanding in one dimension, as with
particle geometry 2b.
Figure 4.39: Global cubatic order for all densities [σ−3b ] for particle geometry 3a
(a) Density of 0.2367σ−3b , βεarm = 31 (b) Density of 0.6493σ
−3
b , βεarm = 25
Figure 4.40: Some final configurations with different βεarm, Particle geometry 3a, off-
lattice model
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4.3.4 Particle Geometry 4b
From figure 4.41 global cubatic order of particle geometry 4b can be seen. It shows that
this geometry of particles have a favourable interval where it assembles into structures
with high cubatic order. The interval is similar for all densities, however the cubatic order
is lowest for the highest density, 0.6493 σ−3b . It is most stable for the highest density, since
when particles have less space, they have fewer degrees of freedom.
Figure 4.41: Global cubatic order for all the densities [σ−3b ] for 4b geometry
From figure 4.42 we can see that for low densities particles are assembling in a grid, similar
to particle geometry 6 described in section 4.2. These particles, however, are missing arms,
so the assembled grid has inconsistencies. When density is increased to 0.6493σ−3b , the
configurations are clearly disordered and do not assemble cubatic structures. As the
grid-like structures are similar to the ordered grid structures of particle geometry 6, the
clusters are capable of expanding in three dimension.
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(a) Density of 0.1212σ−3b , βεarm = 14 (b) Density of 0.1212σ
−3
b , βεarm = 16
(c) Density of 0.2367σ−3b , βεarm = 15 (d) Density of 0.6493σ
−3
b , βεarm = 16
Figure 4.42: Some final configurations for particle geometry 4b with different βεarm, off-
lattice model
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4.3.5 Particle Geometry 5
Particle geometry 5 is very similar to particle geometry 6, but with one arm missing.
Global cubatic order can be seen in figure 4.43. The favourable interval is even more
pronounced than for particle geometry 4b. There also seems to be a favourable interval
for the density, as we can see that the lowest density have low cubatic order, hence does
not form one homogeneous crystal, but instead assembles into small clusters scattered
around. The best configurations can be seen in figure 4.44. As with particle geometry 4b
and 6, the clusters can be identified as capable of expanding in three dimensions.
Figure 4.43: Global cubatic order for all the densities [σ−3b ] for particle geometry 5
To sum up global cubatic order was found unclear for detecting the state of the system
for particles with four arms of less, since it is not always in agreement with the visual
inspection (see section 4.2.1 on page 41). However for five or six arms, the global cubatic
order was mostly in agreement with the visual inspections and the plots for individual
cubatic orders. This is because number of disorderly connections increases with increasing
number of arms, hence global cubatic order will decrease.
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(a) Density of 0.0511σ−3b , βεarm = 14 (b) Density of 0.1212σ
−3
b , βεarm = 11
(c) Density of 0.2367σ−3b , βεarm = 11 (d) Density of 0.6493σ
−3
b , βεarm = 16
Figure 4.44: Some final configurations particle geometry 5 configuration with different
βεarm, off-lattice model
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5 Summary and Brief Discussion
In this section we will summarize and briefly discuss our analysis and results.
Firstly, in section 4.1 on page 26, particle geometry 1 is presented, which is assumed to
be analogous to a single DNA strand. Consequently the results of the simulations are
compared to the experimental data from the literature. From the melting point, TM , the
simulation parameter βεarm is converted to a real temperature in Kelvin. Plots are made
for conversion of parameter βεarm to temperature for both models. Both of the models
was found to sufficiently model systems of single DNA strand.
Secondly, we present the simulations for the particles with multiple DNA strands attached
and test if they can assemble into cubic structures under different temperatures and den-
sities. Chosen particle geometries have arms along Cartesian coordinate axes, see section
3.3. It was found that different particle geometries can assemble into four types of ordered
structures, identified as either point-like in nature (clusters) or capable of expanding in
one, two or three dimensions. The point-like structures include dimers, frame- and box-
like structures, while the expanding structures include lines, ladders and grids of two or
three dimensions.
Thirdly, further investigation of some interesting particle geometries is done, namely 3b
(see section 4.2.1 on page 41), 4a (see secion 4.2.2 on 45) and 6 (see secion 4.2.3 on
50). A numerical method for analysing cubatic structure for the off-lattice model is de-
veloped. Alternatively, visual inspections could be made, however it is found too time
consuming for this purpose. Using this method the melting point - the transition between
unconnected particles (gaseous state) and cubic structures (ordered states), can be distin-
guished, as well as the transition between the ordered and disordered (fluid-like) states.
Particles are split into three categories accordingly. The three categories are found useful
for detecting crystal and gas, however distinction for the fluid-like state is unclear. To
validate this method visual inspection for a selection of final configurations was done and
found to be in agreement, though with less certainty for configurations in or near the
fluid-like category. This is to be expected as the transition between fluid-like and ordered
has a two-phase region.
Moreover, particle geometry 3b was found to assemble into clusters of box-like structures.
A favourable interval for cubic structures was found to be between 16 to 26 βεarm values
for ρ = 0.0511σ−3b and between 22 and 36 for ρ = 0.1212σ−3b and between 22 to 27 for
ρ = 0.2367σ−3b . ρ = 0.6493σ−3b was found to be mostly in disordered state.
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Particle geometry 4a was shown to assemble into two dimensional sheets. In the article
by Seeman (1997) DNA units with four bonding ends are investigated. They are found
to be planar and assemble into sheets. It is our conjecture that it is analogous to particle
geometry 4a. For this type of particle a decrease in temperature is found to cause the
sheet structure to fold toward the shape of a cylinder. Favourable intervals was found to
be from 13 to 18 βεarm. The interval was slightly broader for the lowest density, but not
significantly.
The last particle geometry investigated in depth was number 6. These kind of particles
was shown to assemble into a cubic lattice, which can be regarded as a crystal. Additional
simulations for finding melting point of the preformed crystal was made. We have shown
that this type of crystal melts at βεarm = 5.4 and that it is a very sharp transition. Six
additional densities were simulated for this particle geometry, for the purpose of making
a phase diagram. A favourable interval was shown to generally be between βεarm values
of 7 and 13, for densities higher than 0.12σ−3b . Phase diagram of density in reduced units
and βεarm was made for this type of particle assembly.
Furthermore, additional particle geometries are presented briefly in section 4.3. They
were also found to assemble in the structure types mentioned earlier. 2a particle geom-
etry assembles into point-like clusters, resembling frames. 2b particle geometry formed
lines capable of expanding in one dimension. 3a was found to form ladder-like structures,
which, again, are capable of expanding in one dimension. Particle geometries 4a and 5
were found to form cubic lattices.
In short, our results for multiple geometries suggests that there is strong temperature
dependency on whether cubic structures are formed. Conversely density dependence is
not shown to influence as greatly. Some dependency at the high and low limits have been
found, which was more pronounced for the cluster like structures, rather than for the
lattice structures.
An additional objective of this project was to investigate two models: the lattice and
the off-lattice. For particles with one arm, as presented in section 4.1, there is a strong
correlation between the results for the lattice model and the off-lattice model. Although
the two models show some discrepancy when reaching high temperatures, this can be
dismissed as it is only the case for temperatures above 400 K, and with the fraction of
arm connections below 20%. In other words, the lattice model shows sufficient results for
realistic temperatures when compared to the off-lattice model. For particles with multiple
arms the lattice model does, however, not show the same results as the off-lattice model.
Instead of a strong dependency on the temperature, the lattice model mainly displays
dependency on the density. This can be caused by multiplicity decreasing significantly
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with increasing density for the lattice model, since the number of possible positions and
rotations for every particle is already fairly limited. For the off-lattice model this is not the
case, since the particles can be placed in exceedingly many distinct positions no matter
the density. Alternatively, it can be a consequence of the fact that the lattice model
cannot form disordered structures. If particles are connected, they are connected in a
cubic way, since they are placed along the lattice. The results of the off-lattice model
implies, that there are, indeed, certain configurations which are disordered or chaotically
structured. These configurations cannot be occur in the lattice model. Both models are
found adequate for identifying the melting point of structures.
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Over the course of this project we intended to answer our problem formulation, which
is: Under which conditions does DNA-functionalized nanoparticles form cubic structures?
By simulations of multiple densities for different values of the model parameters βεarm,
DNA-functionalized nanoparticles are found to assemble in various ways at certain values.
Particularly, this is used to show that there is certain favourable interval of temperatures
for ordered self-assembly, outside of which the system was found to be disordered or
gaseous. The intervals are found to be between the freezing and the boiling point of
water. Additionally, it was found that particles with different numbers of DNA strands
along Cartesian coordinate axes assembles into distinct structures. These structures can
be described by four distinct types, either line-like structures capable of expanding in
a single dimension along the line, sheets capable of expanding in two dimensions, three
dimensional grids capable of expanding in every direction or clusters of particles. The
structures depend on the specific geometry of the particles. As part of the project, two
different models have been utilized, a lattice model and an off-lattice model. Both models
were found to show similar and adequate results for particles with single strands attached.
Since the lattice model is incapable of simulating disorderly structures the transition
between fluid-like and ordered state found in off-lattice model is absent. For this reason
the lattice model is concluded to be insufficient at modelling the behaviour of DNA-
fictionalized nanoparticles accurately. While the off-lattice model was found better for
the main purpose of this project, the melting temperature of DNA sequences can be
deduced equally well for both models.
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7 Further Investigations
Through the course of this project a number of interesting areas that could be investigated
has become apparent to the group. These will here be stated.
• For the models in this project, the size of the particles have been held much smaller
than the length of the attached DNA strands. Through the literature multiple sizes
of particles was found to be capable of being DNA-functionalized. For further un-
derstanding of the behaviour of DNA-functionalized nanoparticles, the dependency
on the size of the particles could be investigated.
• As an objective of this project was to compare two models where one concerned
particles interacting on a three dimensional lattice, the different geometries of the
particles were confined to particles with arms in the orientations of the axes, that
is, the nine different particle geometries described in section 3.3. However, for the
off-lattice model, particles of other geometries can be modelled. One other geometry
considered by the group for investigation was a particle with 6 arms in a plane, see
figure 7.1. During the preliminary process of this project, simulations of this kind
of particles was found to assemble in very stable sheets, as can be seen in figure 7.2.
We suggest that this geometry as well as other geometries of arms in a plane could
be examined and yield interesting results which could be compared to both particle
geometry 4a of this report and the findings of (Seeman 1997).
Figure 7.1: Diagram of another type of particle geometry with 6 arms in a plane, that
could be investigated.
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Figure 7.2: Graphical representation of a final configuration for particles with six arms in
a plane.
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A Excerpts from MATLAB code
The code can be found in the electronic appendix in the name MATLABCODE.rar
The file latticeModel.m can be run for a single simulation and multiTest.m can be
modified and run for multiple simulations in succession. Below excerpt from important
parts of the code will be presented.
Excerpt from file latticeModel.m where starting position and arms of the particles is
chosen can be seen below. All particles are given random positions and given standard
arms rotated in random orientations:
%Random s t a r t i n g p o s i t i o n s
s ta r tPos ( 1 , : ) = randi ( [ 1 boxSizeX ] , 1 , numPar) ;
s ta r tPos ( 2 , : ) = randi ( [ 1 boxSizeY ] , 1 , numPar) ;
s ta r tPos ( 3 , : ) = randi ( [ 1 boxSizeZ ] , 1 , numPar) ;
%L i s t o f every p a r t i c l e . 1 : x−pos i t i on , 2 : y−pos i t i on , 3 : Energy
, 4 : P a r t i c l e o r i e n t a t i o n (OLD AND UNUSED) , 5 : Arm−connected ,
6 : z−po s i t i o n
p a r t i c l e s = ze ro s (numPar , 6 ) ;
% Matrix o f arms
parArms = ze ro s (3 ,numArms , numPar) ;
%F i l l s up " p a r t i c l e s " with the random po s i t i o n s
f o r n=1:numPar
p a r t i c l e s (n , 1 )=star tPos (1 , n) ; %Gets the random po s i t i o n from
star tPos
p a r t i c l e s (n , 2 )=star tPos (2 , n) ; %Gets the random po s i t i o n from
star tPos
p a r t i c l e s (n , 6 )=star tPos (3 , n) ; %Gets the random po s i t i o n from
star tPos
randRotMat %Picks a random ro t a t i on matrix with name
randRotMatrix
parArms ( : , : , n ) = randRotMatrix∗ standardArms ;
end
Excerpt from file rotation.m where rotational matrices and standard arms are created:
% Rotat iona l matr i ce s :
Rx1 = [1 0 0 ; 0 0 −1; 0 1 0 ] ; % 90 degree s around x
A
Rx2 = [1 0 0 ; 0 −1 0 ; 0 0 −1]; %180 degree s around x
Rx3 = [1 0 0 ; 0 0 1 ; 0 −1 0 ] ; %270 degree s around x
Ry1 = [0 0 1 ; 0 1 0 ; −1 0 0 ] ; % 90 degree s around y
Ry2 = [−1 0 0 ; 0 1 0 ; 0 0 −1]; %180 degree s around y
Ry3 = [0 0 −1; 0 1 0 ; 1 0 0 ] ; %270 degree s around y
Rz1 = [0 −1 0 ; 1 0 0 ; 0 0 1 ] ; % 90 degree s around z
Rz2 = [−1 0 0 ; 0 −1 0 ; 0 0 1 ] ; %180 degree s around z
Rz3 = [0 1 0 ; −1 0 0 ; 0 0 1 ] ; %270 degree s around z
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
% Create s t a r t un i t arms
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
standardArms = [ ] ;
i f armType == 1 %S ing l e arm , x
standardArms = [ 1 ; 0 ; 0 ] ;
e l s e i f armType == 2 %Two arms , x and y , pe rpend i cu la r
standardArms = [1 0 ;0 1 ;0 0 ] ;
e l s e i f armType == 3 %Two arms , x and −x , a n t i p a r a l l e l
standardArms = [1 −1;0 0 ;0 0 ] ;
e l s e i f armType == 4 %Three arms , x and y and −x
standardArms = [1 0 −1;0 1 0 ;0 0 0 ] ;
e l s e i f armType == 5 %Three arms , x and y and z
standardArms = [1 0 0 ; 0 1 0 ;0 0 1 ] ;
e l s e i f armType == 6 %Four arms , x and y and −x and −y
standardArms = [1 0 −1 0 ;0 1 0 −1; 0 0 0 0 ] ;
e l s e i f armType == 7 %Four arms , x and y and −x and z
standardArms = [1 0 −1 0 ; 0 1 0 0 ; 0 0 0 1 ] ;
e l s e i f armType == 8 %Five arms , x and y and −x and −y and z
standardArms = [1 0 −1 0 0 ; 0 1 0 −1 0 ; 0 0 0 0 1 ] ;
e l s e i f armType == 9 %Six arms , x and y and −x and −y and z and −
z
standardArms = [1 0 0 −1 0 0 ; 0 1 0 0 −1 0 ; 0 0 1 0 0 −1];
e l s e
d i sp l ay ( ’ I nva l i d armType . P lease s p e c i f y a p o s s i b l e type o f
arm pos i t i on ing ’ )
B
end
Excerpt from the part where a move is either accepted or rejected in file tryArmMatMove.m:
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%Run ArmEnergies .m to c a l c u l a t e e n e r g i e s
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
ArmEnergiesMatrix
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
%Compare Energ i e s
%−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
TotalEnergyNew = sum( p a r t i c l e s ( : , 3 ) ) ; %Total energy o f the
system
deltaE = TotalEnergyNew − TotalEnergyOld ; %Energy d i f f e r e n c e
be f o r e and a f t e r move
compareNum = rand ; %Random number
i f deltaE <= 0
TotalEnergy = [ TotalEnergy ; TotalEnergyNew ] ; %Set
t o t a l energy to new energy
accepted = accepted+1; %Increment accepted moves counter
by 1
e l s e i f exp(−beta ∗deltaE ) >= compareNum && deltaE < highEnergy
TotalEnergy = [ TotalEnergy ; TotalEnergyNew ] ; %Set
t o t a l energy to new energy
accepted = accepted+1; %Increment accepted moves counter
by 1
expAccept = expAccept+1; %Increment bolzmann accepted
moves counter by 1
e l s e
TotalEnergy = [ TotalEnergy ; TotalEnergyOld ] ; %Set
t o t a l energy to the same as be f o r e the move
r e j e c t e d = r e j e c t e d +1; %Increment r e j e c t e d moves counter
by 1
p a r t i c l e s=OldPar ; %Revert back to o ld p a r t i c l e data
parArms=OldParArms ; %Rever back to o ld p a r t i c l e arm data
end
C
